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ABSTRACT--- In Malaysia, Islamic financing contract has 

various of concepts for example Bai Bithaman Ajil (BBA), Al-

Ijarah Thumma Al-Bai (AITAB) and Musharakah. One of the 

model is used in calculating financing Islamic concept is called 

Rule 78. This model is widely used by Islamic finance/banking in 

Malaysia. However, there are lack of Shari'ah in this 

formulation based on parameter and also foundation of its 

formulation. Hence, an alternative model is more Shari'ah 

perspective is build, namely base pro t rate (BPR). Therefore, the 

intention of this paper is to investigate the existing model and 

alternative model used by Islamic finance/banking that is Rule 78 

and BPR, respectively based on Shari'ah perspective. 

Index Terms — Base profit rate, profit rate, reference rate, 

Rule 78, shari'ah. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since 2011, almost 50 financial institutions including 

commercial banks, companies finance and cooperation 

banks has been run Islamic banking operations. There are 

several financing concepts offered by Islamic banking such 

as murabahah, ijarah and Bai Bithaman Ajil (BBA) [7]. 

According to [2], Islamic banks are built based on two main 

factors, namely religious claims and profit. Hence, from 

financing activities the profit gained need to consider 

religious claims that is Shari’ah (Islamic Law) perspective. 

Therefore, the profit gained must avoided from the element 

such as riba (usury), gharar (uncertainty) and masyir 

(speculation). Unlike, conventional financing there are no 

law to follows to gain profit. Besides, according to [4], the 

concept used in the conventional financing is based on 

usury. 

Hence, although Malaysia has dual financial system that 

is conventional financing system and Islamic financing 

system, but both of this system has difference rules to gain 

profit in financing. This is because Islamic financing 

activates not only focus on gain profit but also consider the 

relationship between humans and creators (Allah s.w.t) and 

as well as fellow human beings [11]. Therefore, Islamic 

concepts that used in Islamic finance/banking also need to 

give emphasizing on method used to gain profit based on 

Shari'ah perspective. This is because according to [1], 

although Islamic finance uses the concepts of financing 

organized by Shari'ah and is widely used in Malaysia. But 
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the methods used by the concept put forward by the Islamic 

financial system has drawn criticism from Islamic scholars, 

legal practitioners and consumers. This show that Islamic 

financing nowdays still using the method and parameter that 

is non-compliant toward Shari'ah. This argument also 

supported by finding by [8], the method and basis of the 

formation of the profit used in Islamic financing is in 

common with conventional financing. Therefore, it is the 

objective of this paper to compare basic formation of the 

existing method that is Rule 78 and alternative method in 

Islamic financing based on Shari'ah perspective. 

II. RULE 78 FORMULATION 

The formula is widely used in Islamic finance contract in 

Malaysia is known as Rule 78 is given in (1) [5]. 

TPV Pr   

)1( rTPV   (1) 

where V , P , r and T is total amount of financing 

contract, principal, profit rate and period (in years) 

respectively. 

By using (1), the monthly periodic payment is calculated 

and given in (2). 
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where S and n is monthly payment and number of 

periodic payment respectively. 

In (1), it shows that the basic of formation is based on 

concept of simple interest, which is the principal plus the 

profit calculated based on the period T to obtain the amount 

of simple interest. The simple interest actually applying the 

element of riba qardh, which is increase of the original 

principal imposed since the beginning of the contract until 

maturity of the loan [6]. This will cause in oppression 

against both parties. This is because the profit Rule 78 

approach is determined based on the fixed profit rate from 

the beginning until maturity. Whereas profit should be 

according to the current economic situation. Fixed rate in 

profit are not permitted in Islam [11].  

Besides, profit generated based on the profit rate. Profit 

rate is given in (3) [3]. 
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with w , lx , cx , cO  and i  is reference rate, liquidity 

risk, credit risk, operating cost and profit margin, 

respectively. 

This basic formation of profit rate used nowadays based 

on reference rate which is base rate (BR). BR is constructed 

based on two parameter which is benchmark cost of funds 

and Statutory Reserve Requirement (SRR) [3]. Benchmark 

cost of funds and the SRR are directly proportional to the 

overnight policy rate (OPR). OPR is the interest rate 

between banks and was carried out to ensure sufficient 

savings in the bank every day [12]. So, the transaction 

between the bank use OPR as interest rate whether the 

conventional bank or Islamic banks. However, when the 

money is used as commodities in a transaction, it falls under 

the definition of riba [11]. Thus, when the OPR affect BR, 

profit rate of Islamic finance directly have the elements of 

riba. Besides, BR is used for dual financing system, it show 

that there are no difference between parameter used in 

Islamic finance and conventional finance [9]. 

III. ALTERNATIVE FORMULA OF ISLAMIC 

FINANCING 

An alternative model is known as a base profit rate (BPR) 

model. This formula construct for financing instrument 

based on deferred installment contract. This formula implies 

two components: principal payment and profit. Principal 

payment in BPR model is applied Shari’ah concept that is 

musyarakah mutanaqisah. While, determination of profit is 

based on current economic condition that is based on 

economic bubble size. BPR formula is given in (4) until (9). 

First, we consider principal payment by customer done 

periodically through monthly payment is given in (4). 

n

P
a   (4) 

where a , P , n  is payment of principal for each period, 

principal and number of periodic payment respectively. 

Secondly, we determine the profit based on rate of bubble 

size as profit rate alternative by using Generalized Johansen-

Ledoit-Sornette (GJLS) model is given in (5), the formations 

of GJLS model can be refer to [10]. 

)()(ln[ 1 tFptp LPPL  (5) 

where )(tFLPPL , 1p  and )(tp  is economic bubble size, 

intrinsic value and price of a stock index respectively. 

Hence, bubble size rate (notation, ĝ ) is given in (6). 
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where n   is number of periodic stock index data. 

However, the profit rate in BPR model has maximum 

limit obtained from the opinion of scholars. Subject to 

maximum limit of  
12

%33.33
ˆ g  and 0ˆ g

, 
where the 

value of  %33.33   can be referring to [10]. 

Lastly, the monthly payment of BPR model is given in 

(7). 
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The determination of amount (notation,V ) of the Islamic 

financing instrument is commonly given in (8). 
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The return on principal (notation,U ) generated in (8) is 

given in (9). 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The empirical test on Rule 78 model and BPR model rate 

by using same data for comparison purposes as below: 

Principal: RM45000.00 

Tenure (years): 3 

Tenure (months): 36 

For Rule 78 model, the profit rate is 6% yearly. Table 1 

shows the illustration execution by using Rule 78 model. 

Table 1: Illustration execution by using Rule 78 model 

Period 

Periodical 

Payment 

Profit 

Amortisation 

Principal 

Amortisation 

Remaining 

Principal 

0    45000.00 

1 1475.00 486.49 988.51 44011.49 

2 1475.00 472.97 1002.03 43009.46 

3 1475.00 459.46 1015.54 41993.92 

4 1475.00 445.95 1029.05 40964.86 

5 1475.00 432.43 1042.57 39922.30 

. . . . . 

. . . . . 

. . . . . 

33 1475.00 54.05 1420.95 5243.92 

34 1475.00 40.54 1434.46 3809.46 

35 1475.00 27.03 1447.97 2361.49 

36 1475.00 13.51 1461.49 900.00 

Total 53100.00    
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Whereas, by using same data but difference determination 

of profit rate and profit evaluation. Table 3 shows the 

illustration execution by using BPR model. 

First, we predict the bubble size by using GJLS model. 

We estimate the   value by three consecutive price peaks. 

The best result is chosen based on MSE value. The results of 

the bubbles size as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Predicted bubbles size of KLCI, 1997 and 2008 

Time  

Interval 

Market  

Value 

Intrinsic  

Value 

Bubble  

Size 

28/08/1998-31/01/2008 1445.03 580.60 864.43, 67.17% 

 

From Table 2, bubbles size rate for 10 years is 67.17%. 

Hence, in (6), periodic bubble size rate is 0.56% from 1998 

until 2008. This is because the results in Table 2 show that 

financial bubble usually happened every 10 years. This 

empirical test is used the data from 2006 until 2008. So, 

there are no changes of the bubble size value between that 

time. 

Table 3: Illustration execution by using BPR model 

Period 

Principal 

Amortisatio

n 

Remaining  

Principal 

Bubble  

Size 

Profit  

Cost 

Periodical  

Payment 

0  45000.00    

1 1250.00 43750.00 0.0056 245.00 1495.00 

2 1250.00 42500.00 0.0056 238.00 1488.00 

3 1250.00 41250.00 0.0056 231.00 1481.00 

4 1250.00 40000.00 0.0056 224.00 1474.00 

5 1250.00 38750.00 0.0056 217.00 1467.00 

. . . . . . 

. . . . . . 

. . . . . . 

33 1250.00 3750.00 0.0056 21.00 1271.00 

34 1250.00 2500.00 0.0056 14.00 1264.00 

35 1250.00 1250.00 0.0056 7.00 1257.00 

36 1250.00 0.00 0.0056 0.00 1250.00 

 Total     49410.00 

V. CONCLUSION 

Islamic financing instrument are valued based on Rule 78 

model. Rule 78 model was constructed by applying the 

simple interest concept which is non-compliance toward 

Shari'ah perspective because there are element of riba. Not 

only the concept, but parameter that used on determination 

profit value based on BR also non-compliance with the 

Shari'ah. This is because the determination of BR is directly 

proportional to the overnight policy rate (OPR). OPR have 

element of riba make overall profit evaluation also have the 

element of riba. 

Hence, the alternative formula known as based profit rate 

(BPR) was built to meet Shari'ah perspective. From the 

empirical test towards alternative profit rate model, it is 

proved that the establishment of base profit rate (BPR) can 

be applied in the real world. The bubble size reflect the 

current economic condition, it is relevant as a proxy in BPR 

model. Besides, the maximum profit margin in this model is 

determined based on scholar opinion is to prevent any of 

contradiction opinion between ummah. This show that BPR 

model more Shari'ah-compliant because no element of 

ghabn fashisy in Islamic financing. It can be concluded that, 

this alternative model is more compliance towards Shari'ah 

rather than existing model because determination of the 

profit rate is transparent and clear. 
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